
DEPARTMENT PHOTO ALBUMS
IPAD TO ONLINE
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One Google account will create both video courses and photo albums from your iPad’s Camera app.

Flickr (Photo version of Youtube) 
allows Google logins
(iPhone not iPad app)

Camera logs in directly to 
Youtube with Google account

1. Take photo with 
iPad Camera app

2. Open Flickr 
iPhone App (Free)

3. Click Camera 
Button

HOW TO SEND PHOTOS INTO AN ONLINE DEPARTMENT ALBUM
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5. Choose Camera 
roll

4. Click “View 
photos” button

3. Click Sign in
(Not Facebook)
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 4. Click Google
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5. Sign in with 
Department Google 

account
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ONLY DONE ONCE
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12 Click Advanced
13 Click Sets

(A set is an Album)

14. Either tick an existing 
album or Create New

15. Click DONE

16. Click upload
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9. Touch the photos 
you want in the 
album to select 

them.

10. You may or may 
not want to add 
filters to your 

photos. Click next.
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11. Add a name for 
the photo / photos 

(This will be applied 
to all photos)

17. Album Sets appear Online
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18. Students can view and download Photos

19. Album Slideshows can be created by 
viewing one photo in an album and adding the 
word “lightbox” onto the end of the address

20. When editing page contents in Ultranet you can click the 
HTML option at the bottom of the edit box and paste this in, 
changing the address to the one you saw in step 19:
<object data="
http://www.flickr.com/....../..lightbox/
" height="400" width="100%">
</object>
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Now that you iPad will directly 
update Flickr Album Sets, you can 

start to setup embedded 
slideshows and also add links to 

the albums.

This gives your students a direct 
link to the latest uploads.

Uploaded images could be from 
your camera or websites, but be 

careful with copyright!
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